S T RAT EGY
LEADERSHIP
• Executive Coaching
• Motivational Training
• Keynote Speaking

STRATEGIC ADVISORY SOLUTIONS - LEADERSHIP SERVICES
Deflect mediocrity and pursue distinction
Why Choose Strategic Advisory Solutions?
Subject-Matter Experts

Transforming Attitudes

If you are investing time and money into leadership development,
you want to entrust it to field experts with the insight and
experience that can deliver optimal results. Our advisors are
long-tenured, subject-matter experts who collaborate with
organizations to help drive change, make tough decisions and
implement key development strategies.

To move from ordinary to extraordinary requires transformative
thinking. That’s where we come in — we leverage industrycentric experience and interpersonal communication to inspire
your team to adopt a positive mindset and rediscover its passion
and purpose. Our strategies and approach help boost selfconfidence to mobilize better decision making, fill skill gaps and
quash risk-taking fears, resulting in a higher level of performance.
We strategize with you to devise a growth-focused plan that will
enhance team dynamics, increase leadership competencies and
develop greater emotional intelligence.

Strategic Advisory Solutions partners with you to customize a
leadership program true to your organization’s values, one that
will systemically drive performance and achieve rapid results.
We provide CEO executive coaching and performance tools
to help you lead with greater influence; motivational training
to inspire your team to self-motivate; and keynote speaking to
captivate your organization through charismatic and high-energy
storytelling.

Helping You Thrive
We provide legacy leadership, organizational enrichment and
leadership development — multidisciplinary programs that
improve leadership practices, communication and efficiencies to
initiate change. Our advisors deliver break-through experiences to
reinvigorate boards, leadership and entire teams. We will work with
you to build a strong leadership foundation to inspire excellence
across your organization. Our goal is to help you communicate,
engage and develop — to reinvent your culture and build a
cohesive and progressive team.

STRATEGIC ADVISORY SOLUTIONS
Great leaders aren’t born, they’re
developed
Progressive leaders need the foresight to identify skill gaps to
elevate performance, potential and ROI. To keep pace with today’s
rapidly evolving business expectations, you will need to hone
your skills to lead with influence. Our advisors work closely with
you to tap your potential by developing a realistic, holistic plan to
develop relational and emotional intelligence skills and achieve
lasting change.

Cultivating intrinsic motivation
and resiliency to enhance your
corporate culture and stoke
performance

Leadership key services:
• Executive Coaching: Critical leadership skills can be
developed and refined but changing ingrained patterns of
behavior is challenging and cannot be accomplished alone. Gain
greater self-understanding to become a more confident and agile
leader.

• Keynote Speaking: We empower professionals to lead through
change by crashing through the confines of complacency.
Rediscover passion and purpose to accelerate your potential.

• Motivational Training: We pump up your team by delivering
training that improves performance and communications, boosts
engagement and productivity, and nurtures relationships.

Motivation comes from within, kindled by inspiration. An inspired
employee is more likely to be motivated to adopt a positive
mindset and become a resilient high performer who steps up,
is self-accountable and pursues opportunities to showcase
their talents and skills. The onus is on us to inspire your team by
discovering what triggers them to get motivated and take action.
We provide your team with a unique opportunity to interact and
connect with each other to create a synergy of purpose, resulting
in a re-energized and resurgent workforce.

You tell us, we listen! Strategic Advisory Solutions will coach and develop
your leadership, board and entire team. Let us help you sharpen skills,
close performance gaps and cultivate a strong corporate culture.
Call 800.262.6285 or email StrategicAdvisors@CUSolutionsGroup.com.
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